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Each item in this puzzle described a fictional movie that results from changing one letter in the title of a 

real movie.  Identify the film, then extract the changed letter. 

 MOVIE DESCRIPTION 

A THE AUNT FOR RED 
OCTOBER 

An eccentric female relative wants to defect from a Soviet 
submarine. 

C CREASE When a girl meets a guy in a hockey rink after their summer 
romance, he acts as if he doesn't care about her. 

O JURASSIC PORK Things go horribly awry at a theme park serving genetically 
engineered bacon. 

P KING PONG A video game champion falls from a building. 

M SUMER SIZE ME A man spends 30 days eating nothing but the native cuisine of 
ancient Babylonia. 

U SCHINDLER'S LUST A Czech factory owner yields to his inflamed sexual desires. 

S THE MASS OF ZORRO A mysterious swordsman's prodigious weight gain becomes a 
serious problem. 

T THE TREAT ESCAPE Captured chocolates make a daring break for freedom. 

P THE POUND OF MUSIC A nun rescues a sanctuary for unwanted dogs from Nazis. 

A THE SILENCE OF THE 
LAMAS 

An FBI agent must reluctantly get inside the head of Tibetan 
monks. 

Y CYST AWAY An isolated man eliminates a cancerous growth on his body. 

O THE DEPORTED Moles in the Mob and FBI are returned to their native countries 
by the INS. 

U BUG A boy wakes to discover that his wish to be transformed into a 
gnat has been granted. 

T THE TUMMY An Egyptologist accidently releases an ancient, immortal infant 
whose stomach is cursed. 

A THE A.D.D. COUPLE A pair of hyperactive, impulsive, and easily-distracted friends 
become unlikely roommates. 

T CITY STICKERS Decals advertising major metropolitan attractions show up along 
a southwestern cattle drive. 

L PILATES OF THE 
CARIBBEAN: DEAD MAN'S 
CHEST 

A new form of exercise emphasizing breath control gains 
popularity in Jamaica, Haiti, and neighboring islands until one 
practitioner dies from thoracic injury. 

E JEWS A New England beach town is terrorized by Israelis. 

A AMEN A crippled priest trains his Southern Baptist congregation in the 
use of their superhuman powers. 

S SARS ATTACKS! A respiratory disease strikes and is ultimately eliminated by 
yodeling. 

T BEATTY AND THE BEAST A cursed prince falls in love with an actor from Deliverance. 

F IT’S A WONDERFUL FIFE An angel shows a man what would have happened if he'd never 
become deputy of a small North Carolina town. 

I A BEAUTIFUL MINI A brilliant British car struggles with mental illness on its way to 



winning a Nobel Prize. 

F FOOTSIE An out-of-work actor discovers that the only way he can get cast 
is by flirting with directors under the table. 

T MEET THE PATENTS A male nurse endures the paperwork behind all of his girlfriend's 
inventions in order to ask her to marry him. 

Y YAWN OF THE DEAD A horde of exhausted, bored zombies invades a shopping mall. 

D GROUNDHOG DAD Punxsutawny Phil becomes a father over and over and over again. 

O SOY CAPTAIN AND THE 
WORLD OF TOMORROW 

A charismatic edamame magnate defends an alternate 1930s 
New York against an attack by giant robots. 

L SOLE LIKE IT HOT Two musicians disguise themselves as flatfish to hide from the 
Mob. 

L A LEAGUE OF THEIR OWL When World War II threatens to shut down professional baseball, 
a candymaker recruits nocturnal birds into a new baseball 
organization. 

A GONE WITH THE WAND A wizards' civil war sweeps through the American South. 

R THIS IS SPINAL RAP A mock documentary about inner city musicians with scoliosis. 

S MINORITY RESORT In the future, caucasians are not allowed at a spa that relaxes 
clients before they become stressed. 

A ENEMA MINE A human soldier and an alien foe crash on the same hostile planet 
and share a good rectal cleansing. 

N THE PRINCESS BRINE Seeking a pretext for war, a ruler arranges for his fiancee to be 
pickled. 

H THE HEN 
COMMANDMENTS 

A man comes down from a mountain with God's rules for 
handling poultry. 

O GONGS OF NEW YORK In the mid nineteenth century Manhattan, conflict erupts over the 
use of heavy percussive plates. 

U DUNCES WITH WOLVES A group of simpletons find acceptance among the Sioux on the 
American frontier. 

R FART TIMES AT 
RIDGEMONT HIGH 

Teens come of age at a school for the flatulent. 

O GOOD MOONING 
VIETNAM 

An army broadcaster raises the morale of the troops by pulling 
down his pants. 

R FINDING NERO When a young emperor is captured by divers, his worried father 
searches for him. 

H BACH TO THE FUTURE A Baroque composer must make sure his parents kiss before he 
fades out of existence. 

E FIGHT CLUE A radical with personality issues starts an underground society of 
full-contact board game players. 

W ROBOCOW A Detroit megacorporation grafts cybernetic implants onto a dairy 
animal that was gunned down and left for dead. 

I FORREST GIMP A crippled man's life touches upon many key events in modern 
American history and culture. 

L BASIL INSTINCT A homicide detective investigates a sexy novelist with a primal 
need for pesto. 

L PLANET OF THE ALES Astronauts land on a future Earth where humanity is enslaved by 
beer. 

B I KNOW WHAT YOU BID A year after a drunken post-graduation eBay binge goes horribly 



LAST SUMMER wrong, a group of teenagers are stalked and killed one by one. 

L THE FILTH ELEMENT A cab driver protects a dirty, foul-mouthed, disgusting companion 
who may be the universe's only hope. 

O THE MALTOSE FALCON A hard-boiled detective is hired to recover a bird made of pure, 
white sugar. 

W THE WHINING An isolated hotel's caretaker drives his family crazy with his 
endless complaining. 

U THE PUNK PANTHER A hard-rocking, head-banging bumbling detective pursues a 
stolen diamond. 

P THE PUNNING MAN A falsely-imprisoned convict fights for his life in a futuristic 
televised wordplay competition. 

 

The extracted letters yield another movie description: 

A COP MUST PAY OUT AT LEAST FIFTY DOLLARS AN HOUR OR HE WILL BLOW UP 

This describes the fictional film SPEND. 


